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◆

Announces Launch of New global Tech Startup
and Open innovation event in Japan.

◆

──────────────────────────────────────
TOKYO, Sep 2, 2016
NANO Opt Media, Inc, the Japanese leading technology event organizer, is
please to introduce the new event “FiSH" (Fukuoka International Startup
hub) in Jan.31-Feb 1 in Fukuoka International Congress Center, Japan. This
will be the global face to face market place where enterprises, startups,
media, university students and investors get together and accelerated
connecting innovative technology to business.
FiSH will be produced with special support of Fukuoka City where is the s
the No.1 Startup rate in Japanese metropolis two years in a row. Also,
Fukuoka City is the designated national strategic zone initiatives focus on
startup by Japanese government. There are several preferential treatments
not only for Japanese entrepreneurs but also international entrepreneurs.

☆

said CEO of NANO OPT Media, Hiroshi Fujiwara.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Japan accomplished rapid development as a major economic power of the third
place (the Asian second place) of the world in the 20th century, but enter
the period of maturity and approaches the turning point to take further
development of the world economy. Nowadays creation of the entrepreneurship
type economy model becomes the urgent theme in the 21st century to carry
one end of new world economy development. Therefore this FiSH is convinced
that it is a chance to create the new Japanese society where world
entrepreneurs can play an active part.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

☆

said producer of FiSH Yasuaki Oshima.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------There are many events in Japan but those are mostly in Japanese only or
with little bit English. English will be the main language of FiSH since we
would like to aim to attract exhibitors an attendees globally. Also there
are many startup events in Japan but those are most likely small and closed
in domestic. In this internet economy, the business opportunities are
globally open so we strongly believe FiSH will be the startup and open
innovation hub from/into Japan.
The sponsorship and exhibit program is now open. For more information,
please visit: http://www.f2ff.jp/fish/

Connect with FiSH
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/fish2017/
twitter: https://twitter.com/FiSH_startup
【About NANO OPT Media, Inc.】
NANO OPT Media Inc. is the leading producer of live events serving
technology industry. “I know it works because I saw it at the events.”
Inspired with the dynamics of live events, we produces more than dozens of
live events to serve stake holders of the technology market. No matter how
much on-line technology grows, we believe the power of live events.
We provide the face to face market place where people, technology and
products/services get together to explore the possibility for the connected
world. We produce Interop Tokyo, Digital Signage Japan, APPS JAPAN, Location
Business Japan, Security Days, IoT World and more.
For more information, please visit http://nanooptmedia.jp/en/
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